CARIN Blue Button® IG

JIRA Ticket Review
CARIN BB - Block-Vote-8

Block-Vote-8

FHIR-31069 - Multiple coded data rendering issues
FHIR-31636 - Improve narrative guidance on the requirement for coding.code and text to be semantically equivalent
FHIR-31637 - Improve narrative guidance and validation of errors where coding.code does not match display
FHIR-31638 - Improve guidance on requirement for complete and consistent Information representation in EOB.

Persuasive with Mod. – Add guidance on display/text values and resource text including a mapping of data elements to an example EOB

FHIR-31634 - EOB diagnosis element allows coding with display attribute - creates problems for renders
Not Persuasive with Mod. – Don’t make display values required, but add guidance on their use and why to populate.

FHIR-34916 - Network indicator for Pharmacy EOB
Not Persuasive – Indicator is a Boolean that can be expressed through an existing code system.

FHIR-37615 - Fields to report non-emergency transportation services data
Persuasive – Add slices to professional profile supportingInfo, necessary codeSystem, and invariant requiring slices be referenced by a line

FHIR-38059 - Update adjudication networking status to align with PCT
Persuasive – change from contracting network status to network status, generalize network indicator and remove contracted values
CARIN BB - Block-Vote-8

Block-Vote-8

**FHIR-38062** - Update denial reason to adjustment reason (aligning with PCT)
*Persuasive with Mod.* - *Change denial reason to adjustment reason, except for Pharmacy profile, change to reject reason*

**FHIR-38063** - Update Invariants to support contracting and benefit payment status move to EOB.adjudication
*Persuasive with Mod.* – *Change invariants to accommodate the change of information moving from supportingInfo to header adjudication*